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About This Game

Battlefleet Gothic: Armada 2 is the new real-time strategy game adapted from Games Workshop’s famous tabletop game
that portrays the epic space battles of the Warhammer 40,000 universe.

Expanding on the groundwork laid out by the first game, Battlefleet Gothic: Armada 2 is a full-blown sequel - bigger, richer,
more impressive and more ambitious than the original game. It will include, at launch, all 12 factions from the original tabletop
game and its expansions it is based on: the Imperial Navy, Space Marines, Adeptus Mechanicus, Necrons, Chaos, Aeldari

Corsairs, Aeldari Craftworld, Drukhari, the T’au Merchant and Protector Fleets, Orks, and finally, the Tyranids.

The latest dramatic story development in the Warhammer 40,000 universe, the Gathering Storm and the 13th Black
Crusade, serves as the canvas for three extensive and dynamic campaigns with high narrative values, focusing on the Tyranids,

the Necrons, and the Imperium. Explore the systems in the Eye of Terror, with or against renowned characters such as Belisarius
Cawl, Gulliman and more.

With bigger battles, refined gameplay, improved multiplayer modes and features for a better and more balanced online
experience, as well as improvements across the board and even more customisation options for fleets and ships, Battlefleet

Gothic: Armada 2 promises to be the ultimate Warhammer 40,000 space battle experience.

MAIN FEATURES

The ultimate Warhammer 40,000 space naval warfare experience
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All 12 factions from the original tabletop game

Three dynamic solo campaigns (Tyranids, Necrons and Imperium)

An ambitious, full-blown sequel featuring epic battles with far larger fleets

Refined and improved gameplay, including new choices for ship customization

Improved multiplayer modes and features for a better online experience

The first videogame in Games Workshop's new "Gathering Storm" setting
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Title: Battlefleet Gothic: Armada 2
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Tindalos Interactive
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Franchise:
Warhammer
Release Date: 24 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64 bits)

Processor: Intel Core i5-3450 (3.1 GHz)/AMD FX-6300 (3.5 GHz)

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB, GeForce GTX 660/Radeon HD 7870

Storage: 50 GB available space

Additional Notes: INTERNET CONNECTION REQUIRED FOR THE ONLINE GAME

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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Not a bad game, quite interesting battles between ships, a large selection of races. But this game has a weak balance and a bit
monotonous. 7\/10. I enjoyed the game for the first few hours and then it began to drag on. At about turn 60 it becomes a
slugfest with the game throwing more and more ships at you that become more powerful with each turn. It's really a grind to
force yourself to push through the campaign. So much so, that I can't imagine anyone playing through more than 1 of the 3
campaigns. Also, trying to micromanage your ships becomes somewhat difficult when controlling a field of 10+ ships that take
friendly collision damage.. pretty poorly optimized. game freezes when trying to buy a new ship every time. Fun but shallow.

The good:
The game is gorgeous, the shipmodels and effects look amazing. The impact of one ship ramming into another one feels
incredibly satisfying. Space battles look and feel great and are very enjoyable. The campaign is also well made and has a decent
lenght.

The bad:
Everyting other than the campaign feels like an incomplete afterthought.

Skirmish battles are a half completed skeleton due to a variety of different reasons. Abilities and upgrades for your fleet have to
be unlocked via a leveling system and various "good" abilities are thus gated until you put in multiple hours into a single faction,
rinse and repeat if you want to play a different one, very disappointing. The amount of ships you could command, especially in
2v2 matches, was incredibly underwhelming until the recent introduction of massive battles.

After the battle, any kind of statistics are completely missing: What weapon\/ship did how much damage? What did the most
damage to your ships? How much crew did you kill\/lose? How many fighters did you use\/lose? etc. etc.

In general the game is aweful when it comes to providing and presenting you with information: Even the absolute most basic
things like weapon arcs were missing from the launch version. They have been patched in since, but in a clumsy way which
requires you to open a ship-information window which obscures a large part of the actual battle.

The UI is bare bones and sometimes even feels like a downgrade compared to the UI of the first game. Even when setting up
your fleet, upgrades for example are poorly explained in the matter of "Does x when hull cauterization occurs". What is Hull
cauterization? Well the game won't tell you, so off you go to google.

Various bugs and glitches are also an unwelcome suprise in the game. The first mission in my campaign broke completely,
forcing me to redo the entire thing from scratch, and as of writing this, torpedos are completely invisible to me, a bug that has
now been around for a while, which is mildly annoying considering the impact torpedos can have in battle(literally).

The AI also is dumb as a rock, which I can excuse\/ignore for the most part, but this might be more frustrating for others.

Summary:
So while the core gameplay looks and feels amazing, the foundations on which that gameplay rests are ugly, bare-bones, or
simply non-existant. The experience is fun and flashy, but shallow. The depth that the game has is poorly explained and
visualized.
With a little bit of polish in those areas I would recommend the game within a heartbeat, however at the moment it feels lacking
if you are looking for more than a relaxed singleplayer campaign.. Even more dang didly darn good. Would T'au ram again.

10\/10 Kroot still can't do that.. Appsoloutly incredible game! its super fun, and i recomend it to any sci fi fan. please buy this
because its really underrated.. So, keep all this in mind that I am not a good commander in multiplayer.
I love this game. It builds upon the previous installment and makes almost everything better.

Theme-wise is fantastic, There are very few that could compare to the BFGA series' deliverance of 40k's setting. It's dark,
plenty of despair, practically no hope, and the chaos gods are looking even more tempting by the second (HERESY!). I will say
that BFGA1 did a bit of a better job at this with both music and campaign structure, but that is saying very little.

Graphics are absolutely stellar. All of it looks fantastic. Better than Total War Warhammer II in my opinion.
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Campaign-wise, I did like it. The mechanics used in the campaign is far superior to BFGA1. If you played Total War
Warhammer I &\/or II, you'll recognize it. The story does feel a little less grand though. You didn't get the same feeling of
despair and dying hope as you would in BFGA1, but still pretty good. You do snowball hard in the late stage also.

Multiplayer is great. There are quite a handful of factions to choose from, with many tactics for most. You will be frustrated at
first, because you probably won't know how to deal with hit-and-runners, long range harassers, and capture points, but you will
learn eventually.
And I'd say that's where it's biggest weakness is actually. There is a fairly steep learning curve if you're a beginner to the BFGA
series, and there is another incredible learning curve in the multiplayer. A friend was driven off from BFGA1 and I was almost
too. But I game it enough time and effort, and I got (slightly) better to the point where I enjoy it.

Overall, great game. If you're a 40k fan, you'll love every detail. If you don't know what 40k is, I think this is a good step in to
the (very dark and bloody) water.
Also, Purge every xeno you see (except Eldrathain, he be a cool xeno).. Well, one thing this game has got me doing is playing
the first "Armada" again, and with relish. Whenever I come back to this game I am bored after one battle in the so-called
'Campaign' (the only real difference from the first is you can fast forward to actual battle). Domination Mode is hideous, and
while you can turn it off for skirmishes, they still exist for the Campaign and MP - auto-resolve I use all the time for these
battles in SP.
Speaking of MP - why-oh-why did they make this game MP-focused? Do TI not understand that a game's longevity is in SP,
both replaying a hopefully random Campaign and Skirmish? No ranking in Skirmish either, unless you play PVP once again
showing the game is mistakenly MP-focused.

No customisation for your ships. Well, they are no longer 'your' ships with this removed, and it is hard to invest in them. They
just become stats, especially in the Campaign where it's a case of fleet size matters...ships don't.

Another issue, that was not present in the first game, is that even if you set all ships to broadside engagements, they won't do it.
Those with prow weapons will still face head-on, and the formations the fleet, your fleet, make are seriously flawed. You will
see torpedo strikes hit your own ships frequently, as with the absence of autocasting (a huge mistake) you have to micromanage
ship placement instead of focusing on the battle instead, and enjoying the flash, but empty SFX.

As I said at the start, it has made me go back to the first game for my enjoyment of Battlefleet engagements, so at least it did
something positive. Buy it on a huge discount and you may enjoy the game, especially if you haven't played the first one. One
step forward, three steps back. Have lost faith in TI entirely, especially after the tragically flawed "Emperium", and now this
very flawed, yet very promising game. If only the Devs had taken the first game and added the new Campaign, keeping all the
good from the original and just expanded.

Alas, no. If it aint broke....
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Solid space battling with an engaging campaign and an utter commitment to delightfully overwrought melodrama.. A good 40k
game, single player gameplay is very fun, i highly recommend turn off the capture point game mode so you dont have to cap
magic circles in space really pulls you out of the setting. graphics\/art is amazing and 100% true to 40k. Multiplayer has a steep
learning curve, it only had one capture point game mode that got stale very fast, devs made a huge focus on competitive play and
it didnt take off at all, multiplayer is pretty dead at this point.
The multiplayer died partly due to a lack of a replay system which was a huge mistake, if you dont like multiplayer then the
other 9 races will be unplayble to you other than ai matchs which wont hold your attention for that long.

In conclusion only recommend you buy this game if you like 40k and enjoy single player in strategy games there is a new single
player race coming this year along with alot of improvements to the single player so i would hold off until then.. This game does
a pretty nice improvement level over the predecessor, although it's pretty much the same thing. Regretfully, the decisive factor
in the fleet action is not tactics, but micromanagement: you have to activate the abilities and if you forget to click the little
buttons then you won't be using a significant part of your fleet potential. Otherwise, it's quite unclear which weapons are
shooting on what, when will they shoot etc. Some abilities, like torpedoes are fun, some, like Necron stuff are a terrible drag, as
it's unclear what on Earth do they do and why would you want them.
Campaigns are overall too hard. For instance in early game your Necrons have 2 ships with 800 hull points each, while the
enemies got 2 ships with 1200 points. See the difference? An that's not epic battle to finish something, it's one of the garrisons.
Computer is generally stupid and boring, but having a huge army it'll be a challenge, actually it'll be a drag, as you can barely
afford to lose a big ship, while the computer opponent can throw them away with abandon.

Campaign has a lot of "missions", which are going to push you into more and more uncomfortable engagements and you can't
take your pace as with time the enemy gets even stronger than you will get. Where do they get the resources from? From a kind
of scripted cheat I guess.

The tabletop Battlefleet Gothic was actually a nice tactical game, it's a shame when developers with no knowledge of the real
product turn out a shiny but overly stinky product, trying to copy DOTA concepts into a game that would function way better
without them.

Last but not least, your own ships are annoying stupid, with a tendency to stay in place and do nothing, or try to shoot turning
their front to the enemy, although the majority of their weapons is on the side.

Campaign is too hard, but hard in a stupid way, not in a nice challenging way. Skirmish won't keep you interested very long. If
you're a 40k affectionado, wait for the sale and at least 50% rebate, this isn't worth more.. An awesome game filled with
boarding actions and massive ship to ship broadsides and also ramming! The game is finely detailed, it is fun to play, there are
many ship types and designs that are awesome to gaze upon, especially if you are a wh40k fan :D. Really takes after the BFG
table top in many aspects which makes this game amazing. What makes it better is that this game requires a lot of micro, but
when your able to pull of screens and skill shots it is really amazing.

The problem. Patching through steam. It isn't just this game, it happens with Total War: Warhammer 2 as well. It takes forever
to patch. I can't have steam open all the time to sit pre-allocating. It is faster to uninstall and re-download the game instead of
trying to deal with the patch. If the Dev's can produce a non-steam version I would buy that copy instead of having to go through
steam.. CADIA STANDS. The hotpatch 4 has been launched recently, but the game keeps crashing. I havent seen a Blue Screen
of Death in a decade or so, only twice in more than 20 years, but this game does it.

Some missions are unplayable, and the game cannot be finished without those missions.

When they fix the crashes, its going to be a nice game, maybe not as good as the first one though. You cant customise ships, you
control your allies instead of having independent allies, which I always liked, and the space and ships are darker, making battles
as dark lumps in dark space, with difficulty seeing rocks and other obstacles, which are more numerous... Still, it would be a
good game if it worked, but it doesnt.
Dont pay for it until it works.. Hey look it's a patch maybe they're going to make the Necrons playable..
...Nope!
Hey look it's a patch maybe they're going to make the Tyranids playable (and not broken)...
...Nope!
Hey look it's the game's playerbase dropping like flies maybe this will strike the end of poorly balanced poorly thought out rush
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jobs by these companies trying to spill blood for the blood god so they get more gold in their pockets while giving less to those
giving their gold shillings to them...
....Nope!

Stay away if you came for... I dunno, a balanced game where each faction is playable and fun, like man wouldn't it be cool if the
Necrons, a faction who are severely dusty thanks to everyone sweeping them under the table had access to the canon ships they
had, you know, the ships where 3 light cruisers managed to punch a whole straight through the Battlefleet Sol by themselves and
even made it all the way to Mars without being forced away?, wouldn't it be cool if the Nids were able to just keep sending
massive amounts of ships into battle so long as a Synapse command ship stayed intact but if you destroyed it they'd just leave or
kill eachother?
What about the Space Marines? Wouldn't it be cool if their ships didn't die in 5 bursts from Dark Eldar
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t firing from outside of their range?

No? Well maybe you'll like this game then. I can't recommend it personally since I think the Necrons are awesome, and I hate
the pointy ears more than anything in the game but hey! Don't let me stop you from playing with the whole (Dozen) or so other
players in multiplayer!
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